
  

 
You are about to make a terrible mistake: 
why BTECs form a crucial part of the 
levelling-up agenda 
 

By Nick Allen 
 

This paper looks at how the judicious use of BTEC qualifications in sixth form colleges has 
transformed educational outcomes at age 18. It compares outcomes in 2013-15 with those in 2018-
20, in order to demonstrate the value of the BTEC pathway. 

As recently at 2013, the vast majority of students who enrolled at sixth form colleges did A level 
courses. While most of them did very well, there were clear patterns of performance related to prior 
attainment: those arriving with top GCSE grades were more likely to be successful than those who 
arrived with a more modest set of qualifications. 

Around this time, the Department published data suggested there was something not quite right in 
16-18 provision: 

Figure 1.0: drop out on A level programmes 2008-10 

 



In the Education Funding Agency’s analysis of ‘drop-out’, we find significant numbers of students 
failing to complete a two-year programme of A levels: over the different types of institution 
providing 16-18 provision, only 75% of students lasted the course. 

There is s spectrum of students that pass GCSEs, and we need a suite of qualifications to meet the 
needs of all students who have, to use the Department’s own base-line measure of success aged 16, 
secured five or more pass grades. The range of students here is significant: we need a curriculum to 
embrace those with a clean sweep of the very top grade, through to those with an equal number of 
grades either side of the pass/fail borderline. Students at the top end are very well served by current 
arrangements: very few of them drop out, and once they get to the end few fail to secure the high 
grades necessary for progression to competitive destinations. But as you move down the prior 
attainment profile, the picture gets significantly cloudier. 

To illustrate this, let us consider the outcomes for two groups of students in 20151. The left-hand bar 
represents students who performed around the pass / fail borderline at GCSE. They achieved five 
pass grades (C grades in old money, grade 4s in new) and so were qualified for advanced level study. 
The bar on the right is students who secured top grades at GCSE: and equal blend of A* and A grades 
or higher (7,8 and 9 with the new grading). 

Figure 1.1: student retention at opposite ends of the prior attainment spectrum: 2013-15 

 

Figure 1.1 looks at retention for the 2013-15 cohort – what proportion of students reach the end of 
a two-year programme of study: the opposite of drop-out, if you like. We find that 97% of those with 
top GCSE grades successfully navigate sixth form. For the modest qualifiers (around the C/D border), 
the figure is just under two-thirds. These are the students who (in 2013 and 2014) were dropping 
out of sixth form study in significant number, many of them becoming NEET. 

When we look at the curriculum pathways these modest qualifiers were doing, we find a significant 
clue as to why the drop out rate is so high. 

 

 

 

                                                            
1 The data used in this analysis is taken from the Six Dimensions data-set 
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Figure 1.2: curriculum routes 2013-15: students averaging C/D at GCSE 

 

In Figure 1.2, we find that the vast majority of these students were on A level programmes. There 
were some students following full BTEC programmes and some colleges using mixed A level and 
vocational programmes, but at this time A level was the preferred route. At this time, armed with 
the awareness that certain routes were not working, sixth form colleges remodelled their 
curriculum. The extent of this remodelling is revealed in Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3: curriculum routes 2018-20: students averaging C/D at GCSE 

 

Figure 1.3 reveals that the curriculum pathway patterns have transformed. Just 17% of students are 
placed on a full A level programme, down from 69% in 2013-15.  

A level Mainly A Equal Mainly BTEC BTEC
Number 5953 966 398 513 765
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Curriculum routes 2013-15: modest qualifiers

A level Mainly A Equal Mainly BTEC BTEC
Number 1232 904 263 990 3742
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Curriculum routes 2018-20: modest qualifiers



So what has the impact been in terms of outcomes. Have the students simply moved from a 
situation where a third drop out of an A level course to one where a third drop out of BTEC courses, 
or has this had an impact on outcomes? 

 

Figure 1.4: retention rates: students on C/D border: 2013-15 and 2018-20 compared 

 

In just five years, we have moved from a curriculum where a third drop out and risk ending up NEET 
to one where touching 80% successfully navigate their sixth form studies. Reverse it and we find the 
drop-our rate has gone from 34.3% to 21%.  

Much discussion of the value of the BTEC route has focused on what happens next, but this misses a 
really significant point. The judicious use of applied general qualifications made a significant 
contribution to solving a very thorny problem. Let us not underestimate the cost of NEETs over a 
lifetime. University of York research from 2010, put the lifetime cost of a NEET to the taxpayer of 
£52,0002. If we note that in the relatively narrow prior attainment range we are looking at, we find 
north of 7,000 students. This curriculum remodelling has prevented 910 students from risk of 
becoming NEET – a potential exposure to the taxpayer of £45,000,000 avoided for each and every 
year group. 

T levels have a place in the 16-18 curriculum, but it should not be a place established at the expense 
of qualifications that have a demonstrable and significant impact on levelling-up. 

Nick Allen, 06/10/21 

 

                                                            
2 https://www.york.ac.uk/inst/spru/research/pdf/NEET.pdf 
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